
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

MAGBAG LAUNCHES THE PERFECT ACCESSORY FOR WOMEN 
Tangle-Free Travel Solution for Jewelry 

February 18, 2015 Van Nuys, CA- Finally, a company has developed the solution to keeping jewelry 

protected and tangle-free while traveling.  Introducing magbag, the first and only magnet-lined case that 

holds all objects in place, thus eliminating the hassles and frustrations of twisted and scratched jewelry 

when traveling. 

Magbag has secured extensive international 

patents on this revolutionary liner system which 

flexes around objects placed in the bag, creating a 

“vacuum-seal” effect.  The process allows magbag 

to work with all types of jewelry, fashion or fine.  

When objects are placed in the bag they are 

tightly secured until the magbag is unzipped and 

opened again.  

 

Perfect for the frequent traveler looking to solve 

this accessory dilemma, magbag is the must-have 

item for business travelers, brides, students and 

vacationers. And of course, magbag is a perfect 

gift for Mother’s Day, Valentine’s Day, Christmas 

and all types of celebrations. 

 

Magbag co-founder Niko Cangemi further 

explains, “As frequent travelers, my partner and I 

often heard from our female friends how frustrating it was to travel with jewelry.  Accepting the challenge 

and knowing there was nothing else in the market, we developed what we feel is the most efficient solution 

to this widespread problem.  Now women never have to open their jewelry case to a mess again.”  

Magnets do interfere with timing mechanisms so watches are not recommended for use with magbag.  The 

magbag is available in three sizes; On-The-Go (small), Overnighter (medium), and Extended Stay (large).  All 

three sizes are available in black, cream, and white with a retail range of $29.95 - $49.95.  Rolling out to 

national retailers later this spring, all sizes are available now at www.getmagbag.com.  

-more- 

http://www.getmagbag.com/


About magbag 

Magbag is the perfect solution for tangle-free jewelry organization.  Whether at home or during travel, 

magbag keeps all types of jewelry protected with an internationally-owned patent featuring a revolutionary 

magnet system.  Magbag is currently developing several other mobile organization systems for men and 

women and will announce additional products in 2015.  For more information or to purchase, please visit 

www.getmagbag.com.  
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